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ers far more capable of judging than I. It is interesting to note that the new Dutch translation, which
has been very well received even among many of
the Reformed folk, has changed the Staten Bijbel
translation, Maagd to Jonkvrouw in the New Translation. In Matthew 1: 23 the Dutch translators retained the proper word for virgin, Maagd, because
that is precisely the original word there. The Dutch
translators did not read their convictions into the
original language. They translated it as the demands of linguistic studies seem to demand, which is
the only justifiable procedure of a translator. Let
not our desire for confirmation do violence to a
word. The virginity of Mary was not at stake. The
Hebrew word allowed it, and perhaps even required
it, as Dr. Young attempted to show.
More serious attempts to read into the Scriptures
so that they will confirm rather than inform were
occasioned by the translators themselves. The translators took their work very seriously. They checked
and rechecked one another's work, verse by verse.
They were not averse to suggestions from the outside. And they received them. These suggestions
were of the confirmation type. A temperance group
could not possibly conceive that Jesus would use
alcohol in any form. They had definite convictions
on that point, and the Bible must confirm their position. They approached the translation committee
with the insistence that the allusions to Christ's use
of wine was that of "unfermented grape juice" and
must be so translated. This would be a clear case
of unwarranted change of meaning of the original.
A woman's group took offense apparently because
Revelation 3: 20 reads: "If any man hears my voice
and opens the door, I will come in to him." The
ladies felt excluded from the reference and insisted
it be translated "if any one," etc. This is not a bad
suggestion, though "man" is often used in Scriptures
without any reference to sex, as in many languages
other than those of the Scriptures.
The purpose of this article is to warn students of
the Bible against the usual tendency to look everywhere for confirmatory materials. Psychologically
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this is easy to understand. Men have committed
themselVes to certain ideas, to a certain system of
ideas. The mental security we all seek calls for confirmatory materials. This is not limited to the modernists; neither are they immune to it. The orthodox are also subjected to the tendencies to read their
commitments into the ideas held to be acceptable.
That tendency aids in the direction of developing a
mind at ease, without conflicting elements disturbing
one's peace of mind.
It is a matter of delight to me that the men of Reformed persuasion have looked into this new translation with a great deal of sanity. They have felt
that it is moderhistically biased. They have cautioned against haste. They have urged careful study
before making commitments. They have sought to
be objective. They have been able to see improvements here and there and also certain leanings that
call for closest scrutiny. They have acknowledged
that previous translations are not beyond improvement. They have appreciated the application of the
linguistic contributions of men with whose theological position they are not in full accord. They have
held to the Reformation principle of individual responsibility in the interpretation of the Bible.

There is no translation beyond the reach of criticism. Let us not close the Bible within the limits of
that which is known and accepted by us. Then it
ceases to be revelation. It becomes a confirmation
of many theological fantasies.
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Religious Philosophy: A Discussion of
Richard Kroner's Book Culture and Faith
Cornelius Van Til
Professor of Apologetics,
Westminster Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

E author of this work is well and favorably known among religious and philosophic thinkers of our day. Before coming
to this country he wrote extensively on
the philosophy of Hegel in his native German. In
recent years he has presented us with several basic
works on religion and its relation to modern culture.
The present work, "he tells us,'' "represents a completely new version of a book I published in 1928
under the title Die Selbstverwirklichung des Geistes:
Grundriss der Kulturphilosophie."
A significant intimation of the tendency of the
author's thought is given in the preface when he says,
"Today I deviate from both Kant and Hegel and, indeed, from all forms of philosophical idealism in my
conviction that the limit of philosophy is determined
and also illuminated by faith and theology. I no
longer consider religion to be a state in the selfrealization of mind or a link in the creative process
of culture. I have come to see that the human mind
and the divine mind are separated from each other
by a chasm which is reflected by the antagonism between culture and faith. Consequently, the new
version of my system emphasizes this antagonism
and attempts to characterize the relation between the
two powers in a more subtle and, I hope, a more adequate fashion." (Preface p. ix).
However, if one should hope that this might indicate an acceptance of the Scriptural doctrine of
the creation of man and the world by God, one would
be mistaken. For, to accept the doctrine of creation
would, for Kroner, be to subordinate the world and
everything within it to theology (Preface p. x).
And Kroner seeks for "theological philosophy"
rather than theology. Accordingly he tells us:
"This book proceeds from experience, which is the
root and the occasion of all cultural activity .... "
(Preface p. xii).
Starting or proceeding from experience involves,
of course, setting the goal for human endeavor in
terms of this same human experience. The delineation of man's cultural task is not to be taken from
the Genesis account. It is not the Creator who tells
man what he must accomplish in the course of history; it is man himself who sets his own ideals.
Proceeding from experience and delineating the
goal of experience in terms of experience involves
also the measuring of the progress towards reaching
126

the goal of experience in terms of experience as selfexplanatory.
Human experience must therefore, according to
Kroner, be self-reflexive and self-explanatory. The
place of Faith can, on this basis, evidently, be supplemental only. And Faith that is merely supplemental to culture is not the historic Christian Faith.

Introduction
In seeking to illuminate the account of experience
philosophically, it is well, says Kroner, to see what
philosophy can and what it cannot do. In distinction
from science philosophy deals with "the question of
the ultimate meaning of life" (p.2). But any account
of experience dealing with. the "whole of experience"
is bound to beg the question. "The philosopher cannot step out of his system; whatever he may ad.duce
as testimony to his basic principles is already informed by them" (p. 1). Accordingly, "philosophy,
as it were, pays the price for its adventurous and
hazardous enterprise by an ever new start and an
ever new collapse" · (p.2).
Philosophy must therefore be critical rather than
speculative. Man must not pretend to know the
"ultimate substance and essence of things." To be
sure, the philosopher must "reach out for the ultimate" but he must do so ethically rather than ontologically. And this means that the philosopher must
reflect upon his own actions and decisions. "Thereby he systematizes his own consciousness, and, inasmuch as his experience has a universal character,
his system will be recognized as true" (p.3).
Such a starting point and such a procedure as
Kroner here commends would seem to be discouraging enough. Philosophy must deal with the ultimate meaning of life while yet it honestly admits
that man cannot know the ultimate nature of reality.
Should this perhaps lead philosophy to an acceptance of revelation by God as inherently and basically
necessary for the pursuit of philosophy? Not at all.
Every philosophical system must expect its own
collapse. Yet it must assume its own power to be so
great as to be able to exclude from the outset any
interpretation of life that involves revelation as
basic to human experience.
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Starting
Point
There is in human experience, says Kroner, an
inherent polarity or duality between man's "individuality" and "his world." "From the beginning of self-conscious experience this polarity has
made itself felt. It is an Urphiinomen, a primordial
and primary 'datum.' It is the most radical opposition we can think of" (p.3). "As long as self-understanding is the core of philosophic thought, the duality of world and self cannot be abandoned, nor can
it be derived from any higher unity, be it the world
or the self" (p.4). Only if we reject all speculative
reductions of this duality between man and the
world can we make room for "faith in the living God,
the Creator of heaven and earth" (p.4).
"What" says the reader, "have you not just before
asserted that Kroner's starting point excludes the
idea of revelation? And do you now quote him as
on purpose seeking to avoid all speculative metaphysics for the very purpose of making room for this
same revelation?"
The answer is that it is not the historic Christian
idea of revelation, of creation and of God for which
Kroner so carefully reserves a seat. It is the modern, Kantian or critical idea of revelation that he
recognizes as legitimately claiming a place for itself. The former had to be excluded because it
would have involved from the outset the idea that
human experience cannot be self-explanatory in any
field. The latter involves nothing but the admission
that though human experience is self-explanatory,
it does not exhaustively know the nature of ultimate
reality.
The basic difficulty of this method of exclusion of
the Christian idea of revelation and of the inclusion
of the critical idea of revelation is that it virtually
ascribes to man both total inability to know anything and total ability to know everything. Kroner's
method involves on the one hand the assumption
that man knows nothing about the ultimate nature
of reality; hence revelation is necessary. But Kroner's method involves on the other hand the assumption that man knows all about ultimate reality; he
knows that revelation (in the Christian sense of the
term) does not exist because God cannot exist.
It is not the formal contradiction involved in
Kroner's position-at the same time affirming :md
denying the fact of revelation-with which ·we are
primarily concerned. It is the self-strangling infant prodigy portrayed to us that evokes our pity.
Here is the beginning of human experience. It is, on
Kroner's basis, like an infant without parents; the
creation idea is not used in explanation of the origin
of human self-consciousness. To bring in the idea
of creation by the self-conscious triune God of
Christianity in explanation of the origin of man's
self-consciousness would, according to Kroner, involve illegitimate speculation, a presumptuous assumption of knowing ultimate reality.
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Human experience is assumed to be originating
"somehow" from the void. "Each of us knows himself at least to the point of being able to say 'I'; but
'the world' is a very vague and indefinite term as
long as the philosopher does not try to make its
meaning definite" (p.3). But how would man, originating from the void be able to say "I" with any
intelligent meaning? Kroner's "I" starts his experience in a void or vacuum. Modern critical
philosophy has nowise been able to overcome the
fatal isolation of the human ego which it itself has
signalized in its first modern master, Descartes. How
can human experience take its first breath of rationality on such a basis? How will it be able to
distinguish between "I" and "thou" and "the world"
in the darkness of ultimate irrationality where
never light has dawned?

Speculative and
Critical Systems
Yet Kroner's infant human experience "somehow"
begins to breathe. But in breathing it at once
chokes itself. To know itself the "I" of critical
philosophy, "precisely because it does not arrogate
to itself the right and power of dictating ultimate
truth," is said to be "equipped with the best means
of arbitrating the contest of rival metaphysical fighters" (p.5). It is by "giving up all speculative ambitions" that a critical philosophy is supposed to
gain insight "into the legitimate capacities of the
human mind and its inevitable limitations" (p. 5).
But for Kroner the idea of "giving up all speculative ambitions" is identical with the idea of human
experience originating and operating in a vacuum.
Yet the "I" of such an utter irrationalism is called
upon to arbitrate between "rival metaphysical
fighters," between various speculative systems, systems that claim to know the nature of ultimate being. How can it do so without itself pretending to
know ultimate being? While arbitrating between
rival metaphysics this judge, denying for himself any
knowledge of ultimate being, will naturally decide
that no one knows anything about ultimate being.
Then he is not judging between systems. In so
doing the "I," so modest to begin with, now identifies
itself with Omniscience and Omnipotence. When
the individual speaks it is, alas, no longer the individual that speaks. It is now man making himself
like God, identifying himself with God, who kills
himself as man. The infant, scarcely able or wholly
unable to breathe in the vacuum, now appears as a
giant strangling the infant which is still itself in the
giant.
Thus, as a result, no "speculative system" such as
that of Fitchte or Hegel, has really been condemned
as speculative. Only the Christian "system" is rejected as being speculative. Yet the Christian "system" is the only "system" that is not "speculative.''
It is based on the idea that man's entire being as
well as his whole environment are revelational.
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To be sure, Kroner rejects such systems as are
offered by Hegel as being speculative. But his own
supposedly non-speculative or critical system is no
less speculative than that of Hegel. Their common
starting point of human experience as self-explanatory is "speculative" through and through. Involved
in this starting point is the uncritical assumption of
man's autonomy or ultimacy. This idea of man's
ultimacy is the idea that man knows that God has
not created him, and has not at the beginning of
history spoken to him. This is "rationalism" or
"speculation." And this speculation mars modern
critical philosophy no less than it does the professed
system-builders.

"Yes,'' answers the critical philosopher "my
philosophy does make room for faith, 'if there is a
supreme mystery which can be revealed only by the
prophetic spirit; if God is not primarily an object to
be known, but the head of the community of those
who believe in Him; then not metaphysics but
sacred theology alone, expounding and explaining
the word of God, can deal with the ultimate problem
in a logical fashion" (p.4).
Such pronouncements are calculated to reassure
believers in historic Christianity greatly. They
come from a truly great mind; they are no doubt
seriously meant.

For all that, however, the believer in historic
The difference between "speculative" philosophy
Christianity
cannot afford to blind himself to the
rejected by Kroner and the "critical" philosophy
employed by Kroner and others is first that the lat- fact that though the modern religious philosopher
ter makes many disclaimers while the former does beckons him in this friendly sincere fashion to join
not. "Critical" philosophy never wearies of dis- in a common effort-philosophico-religious in nature
claiming comprehensive knowledge. This disclaimer -at interpreting life, he will soon be asked to give
is most ingratiating and disarming. Modern scient- up both Christianity and culture. He will be asked
ists have learned it from the critical philosophers. to give up, in particular, the idea of Christian culture.
They speak of the "mysterious universe" and He will be asked to accept a culture in terms of selfmodestly assert that science has "no pronouncement explanatory experience; and when he has accepted
to make." The unwary Christian says: "Does this this he will be given back his God reduced to a god,
not at least make' 'revelation possible'? Does this and himself as knowing nothing and yet knowing all.
(To be continued)
not 'make room for faith'?"

The Balance of the Reformed Ministry*
Charles Vincze
Archdean of the Free Magyar Reformed Church
Perth Amboy, New Jersey

The Minister in
His Congregation

L

ET us now consider one or two of the most
conspicuous obstacles rolled into the way of
the young minister in the Calvinistic ministry.
1. When as a young minister I took charge
of my first congregation, I started in with all my
God-given zeal and knowledge. I came from a reawakening and self-reforming church in Hungary;
the members of the congregation emigrated from an
"enlightenment" and "liberalism" ravished church
in Hungary. Some clash of ideas was inevitable.
For introducing such things as the recital of the
Apostle's Creed, the saying in unison of the Lord's
Prayer, the reading of the Scriptures, the collecting
and dedicating of the offerings as integral parts of
the service, I fell under the suspicion of trying to
make them Roman Catholics, changing them into
Jehovah Witnesses or some other kind of a sect. The
people did not recognize the older and truer traditions of their original mother Church, the Reformed
'I'his article carries
begun in last month's
should characterize the
toward the deliverances
sent problems.
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forward a discussion by Dr. Vincze,
issue, dealing with the balance which
Reformed ministry both in its attitude
of the past and in its handling of pre-

Church in Hungary, that venerable church of the
Calvinistic Reformation. But, young and green as I
was, I stood my ground and soon the congregation
went through the joys of rediscovering some of the
forgotten beauties and hitherto unsuspected depth
of its inherited faith.
You, my friends, may also find yourselves in
similar situations. You may also come upon congregations which for no sin of theirs will be what
they are supposed to be in name only. Do not be
dismayed. Stand your ground. The Lord, shall
bring about your justification.
2. A minister, true and right according to our
standards, will surely encounter hardships in his
congregation in connection with mixed marriages.
I mean marriages of their members with Roman or
Greek Catholics, under compliance with the demands
of the Church of Rome. These demands culminate
in the claiming of all children for that church. It is
easy to see that this constitutes a deadly threat to
Protestantism as a whole. A full-blooded Protestant
minister of whatever hue cannot but oppose it with
all his might. But in doing so he is bound to run
into heart-rending disappointments in his own people. This is the very point where all their plain and
THE CALVIN FORUM
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hidden weaknesses will come to the fore in bold relief. On this score there is a mighty job facing all
of us.
I think I am not mistaken when I say that my
little church, the Free Magyar Reformed Church in
America, was the first one among all the Protestant
churches in America which acted by law against
this threat to our very existence. Way back in 1924
we made it a law of the church that any member entering a mixed marriage with the consequent loss of
his children to our faith and church shall summarily
and automatically become excommunicated. This
enactment we supplemented and keep on supplementing with all the imaginable means of information and admonition. We follow it up with fearless
and undiscriminating discipline, and not without
some measure of success.
But this is a problem for Protestantism which cannot be solved on any local or even denominational
level. It must be taken up on a worldwide scale by
the whole Protestant branch of Christendom, because the life-blood of Protestantism as a whole is
oozing away through this open wound. We are
divided on many, many issues, but at least in the will
to live we should and perhaps we could be one.
Schools of theology should gives courses on the matter. Fugitives from justice should encounter the
same censure all around as illoyal Roman Catholics
do in their branch of the Church. It is not enough
to become aroused occasionally by and then to protest against the bolder and bolder bids of Rome for
domination. We must check one of the greatest
sources of Roman Catholic growth-the flow of the
yet unborn babies of ignorant, indifferent, infatuated
Protestants through the devices of mixed marriages.
In this crusade to save the Protestant heritage and
along with it the historical, constitutional American
way of life, we could hardly expect any liberally,
sentimentally minded brethren to take the lead, no
matter into how many millions their number may
run. The initiative is carved out for us hard-headed
Calvinists and uncompromising upholders of the
Rome-defying character of our Reformed heritage.
Difficulties will not be wanting in your own congregations, but the issue cannot be dodged, and the task
cannot be shaken off.
3. Let us now turn to another obstacle in the way
of an inwardly and outwardly satisfying Calvinist,
Reformed ministry. Due to the largely or wholly
non-liturgical character of most Protestant services,
Protestant ministry is a hard job indeed. To prepare
for each kind and form of service separately is like
editing so many issues of a paper. It takes time,
study, and plenty of quiet reflection. But is the
minister given enough chance for all this? I most
emphatically say: No! We are called the ministers
of the Word of God; we pride ourselves in calling
our churches the churches of the Word of God; we
maintain that the crowning part of our services is
the proclamation of the Word of God. Yet the minTHE CALVIN FORUM
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ister has the least time for just exactly the Word of
God and for things spiritual!
Having lost the mooring of the ever valid Word
of God and consciousness of the centrality of divine
worship in the life of the congregation the race for
other activities was on. What is called "activism"
set in. The average minister or congregation simply
did not feel well, if as much as one single evening
was left without some sort of activity. Listing the
events of each blessed evening of the week became
the standard feature of church bulletins. There
went the minister's time for quiet meditation. Unwittingly the congregation became sliced up into a
number of groups. Its corporate aspects and the
great uniting power of divine services and the quality of the minister's testimony suffered. Things seem slowly changing for the better, but
the average minister, especially a minister devoted
to the proclamation of the Word of God, as a minister
according to our standards and traditions should be,
will still have to struggle for his appointed holy
ground. If not, his own or his congregation's very
"activism" will sweep him off and snow him under
in summertime.
4. Smaller churches and churches in debt present another threat to the minister's stand-under
certain circumstances. Smaller churches want to
grow-fast; churches in debt want to get rid of their
indebtedness-fast. Good and well. But look out
that no Reformed standards and Calvinistic principles be lowered and sacrificed for the fast attainment of either goal. It is also advisable to remember that in a smaller congregation almost everyone
is a relative of almost everyone. Life will teach you
what that means in its bearing upon maintaining
the Reformed idea of the church and upon upholding
a Calvinistic discipline in the church.
A point or more could be added to the aforementioned and likely difficulties, but bye and large they
are simply inherent in human nature as it is known
since the Fall. If they did not exist, people would
not need us, I think.

The Minister and
the Community
Let us go on instead and see the man of Reformed
Faith and Calvinistic mind in the community. What
is the usual situation confronting him there?
He will find a friendly atmosphere. Our communities are definitely friendly toward all men of
God. There is no reason to be afraid of any American community. Of course, to reciprocate friendliness with friendliness and sincere interest in the
welfare of the community is the natural thing to do
on the minister's part.
One of the chief local problems is presented by
the usually present ministerial associations or councils of churches. At first I was wholeheartedly for
these associations and councils, but I confess that I
129

lost much of my former zeal and appreciation for
them, especially for the councils of churches.
Most of these councils, as it dawned upon me, are
linked up with the National Council, and through
that with the World Council of Churches. They have
a central program-making, suggestions-supplying
set-up, and they are the local tentacles of a national,
of a world-wide organization. This accounts for much
of my previous findings. I could not help but notice
that most things emanating from this source meant
a levelling off for my spiritual world and for that of
my congregation. Everything planned and done
implied the suggestion that we are all one; there was
no sense in holding apart. If I heeded all the invitations and suggestions received, part of my congregation-now the boys, then the girls-now the men,
then the women-would have always been on the
go, and exposed systematically, to that levelling and
undermining philosophy. In order to hold our own,
before it was too late, we simply had to withdraw,
with the full understanding and approval of our own
church council, or session, as you call it.
The break came after the elders and even the
members noticed that belonging to the same local
organization did not check the proselytizing zeal of
anyone, nor was it giving us any help in our intransigent stand toward Rome in the matter of mixed
marriages. Instead of forming a united front for
mutual protection, as we proposed, the proposition
was not even considered. Instead, some of our selfexcommunicated members were received as veritable
heroes of faith, with great fanfare and publicity, into
membership and even elected into eldership by one
of the constituent churches of the Council, and the
rest thought nothing of this underselling of the
Protestant heritage, of this open sponging upon our
consistently Calvinistic and Reformed measures
against traitorous mixed marriages.
Under these circumstances we could not but come
to the conclusion, that these councils of churches are
-if not in theory then in their actual working-hot
beds of shallow church unionism and also means of
improving the prospects of an unfair rivalry, giving
some wolves access into and respectability in one's
own congregation. As a consequence, myself and
my church have no formal membership in any local
organization. We select our own friends and we
determine in what matters to co-operate. I can
hardly see any other course possible for any Calvinistically minded and confessionally Reformed minister in any community under the existing conditions.

The Minister and
His Denomination
As a next step, let us see our, I hope not imaginary,
Calvinistic, Reformed friend in his relationship to
his larger unit of the Church Universal.
This relationship must always be taken seriously
by any and all ministers worthy of their salt. Even
130

if he receives his inward call directly from God the
Holy Trinity, his formal ordination and commission
comes to him at the hands of the representatives of
his branch of the Church of Christ. He owes allegiance to that branch, which is acting for the whole
on his behalf. He must view himself not only as the
minister of this or that local church, but also of his
respective denomination. He must never bury himself in his local work to the exclusion of taking interest and an active part also in the aims and efforts
of his denomination. He must do his level best in
shaving off the entirely never absent localism of the
average congregation. A persistently and willfully
just, local minister is only half of a minister. The
denomination has the rights to demand a full stewardship of him. This is Reformed teaching and
Calvinistic church polity as against any and all forms
and degrees of congregationalism.
But the minister also has certain inalienable rights
in expecting certain things from his denomination.
He has the right to claim encouragement, justification, and protection in all his efforts to live up to his
ordination vows. He has the right to an all around
congenial atmosphere in his endeavors to do so. He
has the right to expect his whole denomination to
honor and uphold, at least in its official acts and pronouncements, the same commitments under which
it places its members and especially its ministers.
But what if these righteous expectations are not
forthcoming? Then come sleepless nights, prayers
in tears, Jacobic wrestling with one's God and conscience, the breaking or the making of truly Reformed ministerial backbones, forged in the foundry
of Calvinism. Everythfo.g depends on to whom one
yields: to the human representatives of God with a
broken conscience or to God with a satisfied conscience.
In this connection let us recall that there would
never had been a Reformation without an unwavering yielding to God in conscience on the part of the
reformers, with John Calvin for a towering giant
among them. Separation on the motives and along
the lines of the Reformation cannot be condemned
or be branded as "sectarianism" without contradicting the very principles of the Reformation. Besides,
if separation is sin, it is hardly ever the sin of just
those who separate, who come out of one visible
manifestation of God's Church and establish another
manifestation of same.
I went through the pangs of all this. Only, my
spiritual mother, the Reformed Church in Hungary,
after the lapse of a quarter century, came to see that
we have been motivated by the very things dear and
proper also to her own heart, and her recognition
and word of blessing arrived. Today, living in more
than one way worlds apart, we continue to live in a
separate church, but this church of ours sincerely
aspires to be the speaking image of the truest self of
the sincerely revered original Mother.
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The Ecumenical
Picture
As a last step, let us also survey the ecumenical
picture. It is a considerably scrambled picture. If
anywhere at all, here we need to know and to stand
our ground. We must get our bearing, because-as
we have seen before-it is liable to follow us into
any community, small and large, in the land.
I am not un-ecumenically minded and I would not
advise anyone to be. Indeed, I always keep in view,
even in my preaching to simple folks, the catholicuniversal character of the Christian Religion in general, and that of the Reformed Faith in particular.
This mentality is in perfect harmony with the selfintroduction of my Church in the preamble of our
constitution and by-laws, where it is stated: "The
Free Magyar Reformed Church in America feels
and before God and men confesses itself to be a historically Reformed, confessional, Christian Church.
As such, it considers itself an organic part of the
one, holy, catholic-universal Christian Church of the
Lord Jesus Christ, and-within this-the American
spiritual offshoot of the Reformed Church in Hungary. While firmly adhering to its own characteristics, it also feels itself in the unity of faith and spirit with such other Christian Churches that are standing upon the foundation of the historical creeds of
the Calvinistic Reformation." No sincere member
of such a Church could afford to be anti-ecumenical
or sectarian. But nor does it mean that one has to
swallow everything, un-critically, that is offered to
him in the name of ecumenicity. On the contrary,
the definiteness of the statement calls for a definite
orientation. What I am giving to you is my considered opinion.
First of all I frankly state that I am not quite happy about the word "ecumenical." The word "catholic" appeals to me more. This includes considerations for contents, for truth more than the word
"ecumenical" as it is used nowadays. It suggests
mostly just the organizational, functional aspects of
Christianity, the laterial-horizontal view of things,
whereas the word "catholic" has a lateral-horizontal
and a vertical import. This accounts for my prejudice against the word "ecumenical" and for my
critical stand toward a series of things proposed and
done under that name within the realm of Christendom. Most of those things are characterized by a
surface, organizational, statistical, and functional
view of Christianity, without due regards to depths
and heights, that is, the verticaL view of things. Although I thus stated my aversion to the now fashionable adjective "ecumenical" and my preference for
the word "catholic,'' I shall not use either of them.
A much simpler word, solidarity, will convey my
thoughts in a more satisfying way.
Who could deny that solidarity in feeling, thought,
and action is needed in our world. No one, I guess,
no one. Remaining in the field of religion, I personally do feel the need for 1. an avowedly Reformed
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solidarity; 2. a courageously and outspokenly stated
Protestant solidarity 3. a general Christian solidarity; and 4. a universal solidarity on the part of all the
spiritually-minded people on earth.
In accordance with the Calvinistic theory of related yet distinct spheres within the complex life of
mankind these solidarities can be arranged in one's
mind without any logical disorder, and can be adhered to without any sacrifice at the expense of the
truths and principles closest to one's heart and mind.
They can be cultivated by anyone in his own heart
and soul and in his own sphere of influence without
the existence of any formal organizations. Organizations committed to the promotion of each of the
solidarities named could, however, be counted but
for a gain. But are there any such organizations?
1. Within the Reformed Family there are. I
know of at least two: the still infant Reformed
Ecumenical Synod of Amsterdam, and the 75 year
old Alliance of the Reformed Churches Throughout
the World Holding the Presbyterian System. The
Reformed Ecumenical Synod started off with a pronounced doctrinal interest along orthodox, confessional lines. Its spirit and aspirations unwittingly
remind the observer of the Synod of Dordrecht in
1618-19. Whether it developes into a like significance
or not remains to be seen.
Constitutionally the Alliance also stands committed to the historic Reformed Faith and to the spirit
of Calvin, and to nothing else. Its doctrinal interest,
however, is not as keen as that of the Amsterdam
Synod. Its stated Reformed character is something
to be guarded because of mergers and unions on the
part of member churches with not distinctively Reformed communions. It may also bear some watching lest it become a mere rounding up agency among
the churches of the Calvinistic Reformation at the
expense of its original character and mission, and
in contradiction to the letter and spirit of its constitution, for the World Council of Churches.
In my genuine yearning for an ever truer, ever
stronger Calvinistic and Reformed solidarity, I am
connected through my Church with both of these
organizations. Assuming, maybe too innocently, the
same zeal for a common Reformation heritage on the
part of all the heirs to the same, I construe my belonging to these statedly Reformed organizations as
an expression and also a recognition of my membership in the larger family of Reformed believers. It
is my wish to stay in them as long as my freedom for
a historically, confessionally Reformed Calvinistic
testimony is not impaired. If and when that would
become the case, I would quit without any hesitation.
2. For Evangelical Protestants on an international scale there is the recently formed World Evangelical Fellowship and the International Council of
Christian Churches, founded the same year and place
as the World Council of Churches. The Lord so willed that I became associated with the International
Council, and I am quite happy about it. In spite of
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the fact that the I.C.C.C. is not an exclusively Reformed organization, it is a most soul satisfying Protestant one in the best sense of the word. Its voice
is the clarion call of the XVIth century Reformation
-taken as a broader whole-in the XXth century.
It is evangelically militant and militantly evangelical. Any full-blooded Protestant the world over
may feel himself at home in it, provided he does not
fall into the error of trying to find even the last
morsel of his confessional specialty in an expressedly broader Protestant organization.
3. But what about the World Council of
Churches? Although the bulk or "the main stream"
of Protestantism joined up with it, it is not a Protestant organization par excellence either in theory
or in practice. It rather aims to be the common
denominator of all Christendom on a largely lateralhorizontal, that is, "ecumenical" level. Its primary
interest is not in doctrines or in interpretation of doctrines. Its main interest is union, and again and
again union, in the pursuit of a united Christian
Church, the so called "Ecumenical Church,'' whichif it ever existed-did not exist for long. There have
always been schisms, secessions, separations with
accusations of heresy and mutual anathemas flying
to and fro. Christianity started out to grow not as
a single utility pole, but as a live tree, or as a family
of many branches. Trees and families we accept for
trees and families as God gave them. Christianity,
many of us would not. Or let us look at the great
rivers of the earth. All of them form several streams
before joining the oceans. We accept that; but the
River of Life many of us would fain to force into one
single channel. I am not one of them. I think we
shall navigate into eternity through different channels of the same river, in smaller and larger arks of
that Christian Church the unity of which is real and
blessed for all in the Lord Jesus Christ alone.
As it is, the World Council takes away in effect
something dear and special for every one of its constituent churches. It is suggestive of indifference
toward things "vertical." Protestants cannot be but
heavy losers in it. They have to tone down every
single distinctively Protestant sound in order to
please the Eastern Orthodox churches which arewith the exception of the Russian Orthodox Church
-in it, and in their constant courting the Church of
Rome which they hope would come in. ("The Eastern Orthodox churches came in with the distinct
declaration that, being already doctrinally perfect,
they had nothing to learn and were there only to
teach." W. E. Garrison: A Protestant Manifesto,
p. 70).
This regrettable situation must have arisen, I
surmise, from not thinking in accordance with the
Calvinistic theory of related yet distinct spheres of
existence. The World Council would have perhaps
been all right as a farther-removed parliament of the
representatives of the separately and internationally
organized Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Eastern
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Orthodox branches of Christendom and restricted to
matters of indubitably universal interest for all
Christians. But I hold it as a mistake of the gravest
consequences that the Protestant stage of leading up
to such a common Christian forum was jumped over.
Protestantism just poured in with its previously unorganized, centrally and unitedly unrepresented
masses. The rank and file of Protestantism have no
place in an organization which by its very nature
cannot give them any real encouragement to continue as Protestants. (The organizers of the International Council were quick to seize upon this circumstance.) Restricted but faithful and responsible
representation is the way for the rank and file of
Protestantism to participate in any such organization. That, in turn, is illustrative of the wisdom of
our representative, Presbyterian form of government.
4. I also mentioned the need for a universal
solidarity on the part of all spiritually minded people on earth. I know of no international organization promoting such a solidarity. The "World Alliance for International Friendship Through Religion" seems to be heading in that direction. The
a theists, on the other hand, if I am not mistaken, do
have an international organization to boost the cause
of unbelief. Whether it is so or not, one fact is sure,
though. The cause of godlessness is backed up by
such organized intellectual and physical power, has
at its command such social, economical, military and
political might as never before in history. This fact
in itself serves to underline the need for an all embracing solidarity, reaching beyond the pale of
Christendom, among all the religiously disposed peoples of the wor Id.
I have arrived at the terminal station of my address. I only hope that this humble message may
have helped you in your own yearnings for a manly
stand on your home ground, on the ground shown
to you during the years of study and inward growth
in this institution of Calvinistic, Reformed fervor
and learning. I trust that any and all circumstances,
varied fields, and relationships will find you on that
ground. Life will circle around you testingly, looking for weak points in you. "Watch ye, stand fast
in the faith, quit you like men, be strong." I Cor.
16:13.
Take one more word from the voice of experience.
To be able to hold on to your ground, honorably and
effectively, we must bend our knees often. It was
the Invisible who created both the physical and the
spiritual ground upon which we have to make a lifelong stand. Hebrews 11: 3. Only the Invisible can
really enable us to do so.
And now the man of the field goes back to the
field, the oarsman descends into the hold, the soldier
returns to the firing line ... strengthened by fellowship with you!
*This presentation concludes the commencement address delivered at Faith Theological Seminary last spring entitled
"On the Ground - ·with Both Feet."
'
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The New Version
Martin J. Wyngaarden
Professor of Old Testament
Calvin Seminary

HEN first this new translation called the
Revised Standard Version came into my
hands, I turned at once to Romans 5: 1,
reading, "Therefore, since we are justified
by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ." In connection with the words, "we
have peace,'' the RSV footnote says: "Other ancient
authorities read let us." The meaning is: "Other
ancient authorities read: "let us have peace." This
translation, "let us have peace," represents the reading in the Greek that was preferred by Dr. B. B.
Warfield, on good textual grounds, and by many
others. Here was a change that the new version,
RSV, could have made, in line with very good ancient
authorities, but the change was not made.
Then I turned to Isaiah 9: 5 where we read, "For
every boot of the tramping warrior,'' and that is a
good change, well supported by linguistic evidence
in the Oxford lexicon; and it was also supported for
many years, in substance, in my mimeographed
exegesis syllabus on Isaiah 9 used at Calvin Seminary. In the new version, the RSV, Isaiah 9: 5 in its
entirety then reads:

have been made, some of which do not occur, while
others do appear in the RSV.
How about the situation from the Liberal standpoint? In short, it can be said that also the Liberals
cannot be very well satisfied with. the RSV.
An example may be derived from Genesis 1: 1.
Here the Liberal version from the University of
Chicago, edited by Smith and Goodspeed, has really
changed the vowels of the verb for create from bara
(He created), to bero (to create or creating), and
translated substantially as follows: in the beginning
of the creating of God-and then recast the sentence
to read as follows: "When God began to create the
heavens and the earth." There is no textual critical
ground for this change. The grounds are those of
the higher criticism with which we are familiar but
which we reject. Now this higher critical translation did not get into the RSV, and no doubt the extreme higher critics among the Liberals regret this
very much. For the new version reads at Genesis
1: 1, "In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth" and the Liberals had to be content with
the higher critical footnote of the RSV at this place:
For every boot of the tramping
"When God began to create"-which lacks support
warrior in battle tumult
in the ancient versions of the Old Testament but
and every garment rolled in blood
will be burned as fuel for the fire.
which represents a misinterpretation that we reject.
It must also be said that the translators of the new
Furthermore, I turned to Exodus 12: 40, reading:
"The time that the people of Israel dwelt in Egypt version have introduced alterations for which there
was four hundred and thirty years." Here there is are no textual grounds. Thus the RSV has added
not even a footnote to indicate the reading of the many words of paraphrase or interpretation withSeptuagint and of the Samaritan Pentateuch. Now out putting such words in italics or in brackets or
the Greek version called the Septuagint reads: "in in parentheses to show that they were added. Hence
Egypt and Canaan,' and the Samaritan Pentateuch such added words will create great problems for
has practically the same idea here, reading sub- new concordances to the new version. For such constantially Canaan and Egypt according to the Kittel cordances cannot adduce the Hebrew or Greek
Hebrew Bible footnotes. Moreover, Paul evidently equivalents of such words, although various conutilizes this Septuagintal reading in Galatians 3: 17, cordances now do give the Hebrew or Greek equivawhere he refers to the Mosaic law as coming 430 lent with the English word of the King James or of
years after the Abrahamic covenant promises. the American Revised Version. This practice of
Whether one wishes to follow the Hebrew reading adding paraphrases without italicizing them or
here or the Greek translation of the Septuagint, it bracketing them is, therefore, a distinct setback to
is unscholarly to ignore· the readings of the Septua- any scholarly reader who uses concordances. Such
gint and of the Samaritan Pentateuch at this place, a reader might expect the following words of I
and a footnote should have indicated such a transla- Corintians 11: 12 to be represented by definite words
in the Greek New Testament, but they are not there
tion.
In a lighter vein, Joseph's coat of many colors be- -words such as "was made" and "is now born"-in
comes a long robe with sleeves-in the RSV-in the verse reading: "For as the woman was made
line with the footnote of the American Standard from man, so man is now born of woman," where
Version at Genesis 37: 3, while the new Dutch trans- the more literal King James Version has "For as the
woman is of the man, even so is the man also by the
lation has "pronkgewaad."
In general, it may be said that from the Conserva- woman." Surely a diligent Bible student, accustive standpoint there are improvements that could tomed to the use of a concordance, might expect the
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words which are not in the Greek here to have been where the new version reads: "and by your descendents all the nations of the earth shall bless themput in italics or in brackets or in parentheses.
selves."
Here the American Revised Version reads:
One could adduce many similar illustrations of
"And
in
thy
seed shall all the nations of the earth
paraphrases or interpretation which leave the imbe
blessed,"
with
a footnote. "Or, bless themselves."
pression that various words are in the original Greek
While
a
similar
text,
Genesis 12: 3, has the niphal,
or Hebrew or in a primary ancient version; but such
this
text
in
Genesis
26
has the hithpael. That the
words have merely been added by the translators of
the new version. Very good work has been done by hithpael also has a passive meaning, as well as a reDr. 0. T. Allis in collecting such paraphrases. (See flexive meaning is evident from Harper's, Elements
his articles in United Evangelical Action.) We of Hebrew, page 69, paragraph 60, point 6, b, (3).
would also ref er the reader especially to a book of See also Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley, Hebrew Gram164 pages entitled Revision or New Translation by mar, 1946, page 150, section 54, 3, d. For the unity of
Oswald T. Allis, price $2.00, at the Presbyterian and Scripture on the subject see Galatians 3: 8. (And
Reformed Publishing Co., 525 Locust St., Philadel- the scripture foreseeing that God would justify the
phia 6, Pa. See also Dr. Carl Mcintyre's The New Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel beforehand
Bible, especially "VIII, Neo-Orthodox Doctrine in unto Abraham saying, In thee shall all the nations
be blessed) .
Preface."
Furthermore the unity of Scripture and the reAnd then there is another very questionable feasources
of the Isaiah context do not receive their
ture in the RSV. It presents various translations
due
in
Isaiah
7: 13, 14, where the prophet indicates a
that are only free paraphrases and that have been
"sign"
to
"the
house of David." Such a "sign" given
so worded that they can be made to favor a Liberal
by
a
prophet
was
a sign of divine special revelation
theology. For instance, there is a portion of Micah
to
the
prophet.
In
the light of this context, includ5: 2 which reads in the American Standard Version
recommended by our Synod, as follows: "whose go-' ing this word "sign," the alternative translations of
ings-forth are from of old,'' referring to Jesus Christ. "a young woman" and in the margin "Or virgin"
But in the new version the reading is as follows: given by the RSV, should have led these translators
"whose origin is from of old." But the Hebrew to the same position to which the Septuagintal Greek
word translated "origin" is a plural noun very ac- translators were led, long before the coming of
curately translated by the American Revised Version Christ, namely the contextually required word "viras "goings-forth." Here the RSV is inaccurate from gin" required by the word "sign" in Isaiah 7: 13, in
the standpoint of the Hebrew and has received con- the verse immediately before the text of Isaiah 7: 14,
siderable doctrinal criticism from Conservative here considered. Now this Septuagintal Greek
scholars. Reliable Conservative scholars who have word for "virgin" in Isaiah 7: 14, which was used in
discussed the new version are 0. T. Allis, Ph.D., Dr. the Septuagintal Greek version of the Old TestaCarl Mcintire, Dr. David Otis Fuller, Prof. Frank J. ment to translate more than one Hebrew word, was
Neuberg, Ph.D. the Rev. Simon J. DeVries, and Dr. well understood by the writers of the New Testament that appealed to its sense, in holding that the
Albertus Pieters.
Virgin Birth was a fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy.
A feature of the new version is that it uses "thou" But this Septuagintal Greek word for "virgin" at
for addressing God, and "you" in other contexts. Isaiah 7: 14 was also well understood by the Jewish
However, in Matthew 14: 33 where Jesus is "wor- translators, Aquila and Symmachus, who avoided it
shipped" the translation of the RSV is: "Truly you in their Greek translations of the Old Testament to
are the Son of God." Here the word you is found avoid the Christian doctrine and to set forth an antiinstead of thou where thou would mvolve the es- Christian doctrine in its stead at this place. And
sential diety of the Son of God. This usage of you thus Aquila and Symmachus left the contextual
for thou is discussed in a very car{'ful manner by word for a "sign" to "the house of David" in Isaiah
Dr. 0. T. Allis for a considerable number of in- 7: 13 without its essential sense here and especially
stances from the RSV that have to do with the dE.ity without the significance of the auctor primarius,
of Jesus Christ according to the Conservative stand- the primary author, the Holy Spirit, as indicated in
point. We hold to the essential deity of Jesus Christ the appeals of the Gospels to Isaiah 7: 14.
and therefore oppose the opportunity which the new
If the RSV translators here desire to range themversion gives for the infiltration of Modernistic
views concerning the essential deity of Jesus Christ. selves with Aquila and Symmachus, they have to do
so at the expense of the Isaianic, contextual word
The RSV cannot be recommended for our pulpits for "sign" and especially at the expense of the eviwithout considerable more revision, and should be dently indicated sense of the primary author of both
used with the same care as other works that make the Old Testament and the New Testament, the Holy
concessions to a Modernistic theology.
Spirit, who has indicated His divine exegetical posiNeither the unity of Scripture, nor the resources of tion without doubt, first in the Isaiah context and
Hebrew grammar, receive their due at Genesis 26: 4 then in the New Testament.
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fl "Except They Have AEreed"
Dr. Jacob T. Hoogstra
Pros1>ect Park Chr. Ref. Church
Holland, Michigan

The Quest
for Authority
RTHODOX critics. may come to the conclusion
that the World Council of Churches (WCC)
has put the cart before the horse. Orthodox
churchmen would first of all put this question: what do you think of the Bible? The WCC, on
the contrary, asks: What do you think of the Christ?
Do you confess him as God and Savior? Following
that the question would be faced: What is "Biblical
Authority for us Today?" (This is the title of a
book just recently published by a study committee
of the WCC.) The difference is this: Know the
Bible and you will know who Christ is. From the
Council's point of view: Know Christ and you will
know what the Bible is. From the Council's point of
view, however, since it has adopted as its basis of
fellowship that Christ is God and Savior, this is perfectly consistent. Inconsistent to the orthodox, consistent to the Council, as the case may be, all should
be happy that the horse is pushing the cart at least.
There are two affirmations made universally by
the Council concerning the Bible. The first one is
the adoption of the findings of historical criticism.
This universal adoption transcends denominational
differences. It cuts across ecclesiastical boundaries.
The second affirmation, an absolute negative, is
that the biblicism of the fundamentalistic wing of
Christendom has been rejected Verbal inspiration
is not worth the time to discuss any longer, according
to John Newton Thomas. He is repeating what Hermann had already said in the late nineteenth century. Edwin Lewis calls this "'a new understanding of the Bible.'" He adds: "This fairly describes a
new biblicism, but the difference from the old
biblicism is nothing less than radical" ("The Emancipation of the Word of God" in Religion in Life,
Autumn, 1949, p. 542). Paul S. Minear in his review
of the book Biblical Authority for Today says that
the writers "demonstrate how far we have moved
from fundamentalism ... " (p. 321, Ecumenical Review, April 1952). Minear claims in this context
that we have moved from liberalism and historicism
also, but to us the question remains whether Minear
would aver that the break was as radical as in the
case of fundamentalism. There is no shadow of
doubt that the newer studies of the World Council
disclaim unabashedly any fellowship with fundamentalism regarding the Bible Fundamentalism
is bibliolatry. It is the defication of the word and
letter It is an enslavement to the words of the Bible.
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What destination has the study committee and the
leaders of the WCC reached? Has it given to us a
solid, objective authority upon which we can depend
for the salvation of our eternal soul?

Thought-Highways
Meet
Specifically, we are facing the question of the attitude of the WCC toward the Scriptures The opening sentence of the "Foreword" to the book referred
to above reads: "In this book, we as members of different Christian confessions and denominations, living in different parts of the world, have made an attempt to read and to interpret Holy Scripture together. We could not have done so unless our common starting-point had been the Bible, which bound
us together even before we knew each other personally.'' This study is nothing short of a momentous
event in the history of the church In a sense it was
a shattered dream of John Calvin It is a chapter
which fundamentalism could take out of the book of
the WCC. The history of ecumenical Bible study
was born.
These scholars represent denominations: these
denominations represent theological, philosophical,
political, and cultural histories. They read the same
book through their own peculiarly ground lenses
The WCC through its committee has submitted a
study to the churches. No official statement has been
adopted. The hope is expressed that the work of
the committee may filter through to the churches
and through their mediation may create an ecumencal mind on the question of authority. The second
hope is that an ecumenical ethos, founded upon a
common basis of the Bible, may be agreed upon.
Since leadership plays such a paramount role in this
movement, it is not uncharitable to say that definite
trends can be anticipated according to the theologies
of the master minds of this movement. Even though,
therefore, no formal statement is made, the course
has been charted by the captains of the ship of
ecumeniCity
1952 is the terminal of many thought-highways
through the last few centuries. The first one we
note is the conception of authority. This highway
is dimly marked The Reformed and the Lutheran
contributors to this study on the Bible claim that
the Bible is the sole authority for the church. Others
recognize natural theology, particularly in matters
of conduct. There are also those who insist upon
tradition, and factually place it on a par with Scrip135

ture, as in the case of the Anglicans and the Eastern
Orthodox Churches. Some speak of the Bible as a
book, and the Word of God as something attached
to the Bible but not equated with the Bible Can
these patterns forged by history ever be reshaped
truthfully-and not for the sake of compromise?
There has been an interesting turn of the road in
contemporary history of historical criticism. Definitely not in is operations Historical criticism is
analytical, negative, and presumptuous. It leaves
the Bible in fragments and rejoices like Spitta in the
happy findings of documents put together like a jigsaw puzzle-the various pieces from different puzzles. The soul of a believer is left in a wilderness,
destitute, hungry, and cold It muffled the message
of the Bible so that there was not even a voice to cry
in that wilderness. However, Albert Schweitzer,
himself a liberal, found a message in the Bible, the
eschatology of Jesus Christ. He caught a thread,
although he sought to remain the liberal. That
thread was theological. And that theological finding blazoned the trail of a new approach To understand the Bible, the theological is the most important
factor for its proper interpretation Let historical
criticism have its way. True faith fears not. We can
have the theological interpretation and we can still
be thankful to historical criticism for saving us from
the fetters of verbal inspiration. Consequently, all we
have to note is that Christ is the center of the Bible,
or the doctrine of the covenant. In the light of these
we explain the words and determine what is the
Word of God. (New Hermeneutics). But who is this
Jesus Christ, and what does he mean to us if the
words that explain his life and death are a fetter to
our soul?

responses to that revelation. A heteronomous 1 faith,
that is, that trusts an authority like the Bible, is a
contradiction in terms To lay down propositions in
a book is foreign to all true faith
The result of this conception of faith is a different
conception of the Holy Spirit from that of the Reformation. The testimony of the Holy Spirit formerly meant that the Spirit of God testified in our hearts
that the Bible is the Word of God Today the Spirit
of God has two specific tasks in the ecumenical advance. First, he must unite divergent tendencies for
the sake of unity. Secondly, he must lead the Church
in the truth for today, not in the sense the Reformation took it, but in the sense that the Church can
respond to the Revelation of God the same as witnessed by the writers of the Bible. Here is almost a
free area for mysticism or an identification between
today's church opinion and the Holy Spirit.
Consequently there will be a new authority. If
we do not succumb to mysticism, we must succumb
to ecclesiasticism. The church is God's organ today
to communicate to us the truth, since the Holy Spirit
dwells in the church as a corporate body. The
Church will take into account the Bible, tradition,
confessions, but in the final analysis it will be the
contemporaneous voice of God-"The uniqueness
and absoluteness of the faith in the Christian community itself as a distinct organism chosen by God
for man's salvation" (This is a quotation by John
Newton Thomas from Nels F. S. Fere Theology Today, July, 1946, p.167-this from a man who considers the story of creation a myth and consequently
denies the Christian conception of sin and atonement. Cf. C. Van Til, Introduction to Sytematic
Theology, p. 28). The old authority of the Bible is
being supplanted by the authority of the living
Church. The Church as well as the writers of the
Bible believed in revelation.

Another road of the last few centuries is the emphasis upon human personality The dialectic between free personality and impersonal science is
well known to those who have traced this road
There was a time when men did not think it
through philosophy, and who have experienced it strange that God could inspire men to give us "proin the current industrial revolution, and who are positional" truth. He did so in His sovereign and
still to experience more of it in Marx-controlled gracious care for His church. Perhaps the Church
lands. Personality will not be crushed Under- at times may have rationalized more about the truth
neath its dying breath it still whispers: "I am a of the Bible than it concerned itself with meeting
man!" The philosphical antecedents are found in the God of the Bible. Such is possible. Today we
Descartes, Kant, Kierkegaard, and in such authors have swung to the opposite extreme. Says Dr.
as Dostojevski. There is a definitely pagan back- Temple: "There is no such a thing as revealed truth.
ground and there is a Christian background in the There are truths of revelation, that is to say, proconception of human personality In that pagan poitions which express the results of correct thinking concerning revelation; but they are not thembackground it is definitely felt for a soul to bow beselves directly revealed." There is no dictation nor
fore a book as the authoritative will of God is des- communication, "but in personal communion-the
tructive of personality.
self-disclosure of a Personality."
This conception of personality affects our concepOver against Hegelianism and evolution we weltion of faith. A faith that clings to a law imposed come the conviction that our God is not a mere symupon it is not worthy to be called faith Faith must
term "heteronomy" as an authority imposed upon us is
be the free exercise of an autonomous personality notThe
true for a Christian. It is true that we believe in an objecthat spontaneously commits itself to the revelation tive authority, but not an authority foreign to the needs of our
soul. For a Christian this objective authority is a subjective
of God Faith must make its own commitments and satisfaction.
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bol, or the religious absolute ruling over the realm
of Reason. We appreciate the approach that God is
known in his actions for his people. But why should
the God of free action not be able to give propositional truth? To safeguard God's freedom we rob him
of it when we deny that possibility. Basically there
are different conceptions of God that control our
conception of inspiration and of the importance that
truth plays in our eternal salvation.
It is possible today to call the stories of the Bible
myths or symbols (Niebuhr), or to consider it our
task in the light of criticism to demythologize the
Bible (R. Bultmann) without doing any injustice to
the revelation as we think it strikes us. There are,
no doubt, many who believe in the historical facts
of redemption, but the marvel is that all can be in
the same Council.
These are some of the "thought-highways" that
merge in the modern conception of revelation. It
would be fallacious to aver that a new discovery has
been made today. There is no doubt that in today's
conception of revelation there are antecedent philosophical propositions, and these are being imposed
upon the Bible as if the Bible imposes them on us.

heart of Christ's elect. Its reJection is rebellion. The
life-giving work of the Holy Spirit makes any
identification of a paper pope and a Roman pope
impossible. To whom the Bible is a restraint, it is a
papal pope. To the believer it is truth that has made
him free.

The fact is that the conception of authority adopted
by some of the members of the wee is closer to
Romanism than that of the Fundamentalists. If
neo-modernism concedes to the church such a measure of authority as indicated in the quotation above
from Nels F. S. Fere, what will be the root difference
between neo-modernism and Romanism? There
will be a superficial difference. Neo-modernism may
propose that the Holy Spirit will work from within
the bosom of the Church, and that Romanism through
its pope imposes a truth upon the Church. Rome may
claim Peter and Tradition, but these differences
are only relative. The pope waits until a doctrine
has matured sufficiently before making an announcement; meanwhile his church yearns for its promulgation as in the case of the teaching of the assumption of Mary. In the case of the neo-modernists
nothing is particularly arising from the heart of the
Church. Church leaders are imposing things upon
the
Church from the top down. Church leaders have
The Two Shall
been reported to have gone into countries just emergNever Meet
ing from paganism, and have tried to refine the faith
When the Reformation adopted verbal inspiration, of the new converts by telling them that their bebibliolatry was born, we are told. The fundamental lief in the verbal inspiration of the Bible is bibliochoice is either the Bible as verbally inspired or man latry. Their soul had felt a release and now, they
witnessing to the encounter he has with the Christ. were told, it was still enslaved. These leaders,
These twain shall never meet. One of the two must moreover, are calling their insights moments of the
capitulate or go on his particular errand. This stub- Holy Spirit, even though the Holy Spirit told the
born hold on the doctrine of verbal inspiration is Reformation and Chalcedon something differentnot born of the love of insularity. It is based on an- thus giving us a self-contradictory Holy Spirit for
other faith and in some cases on another conception our guide.
of God.
The foregoing militates against our Confessions,
Verbal inspiration has been called the "paper pope." particularly the Belgic Confession, Art. 5. The
This nickname is an easy gesture to dismiss the of- Church is subject to the Bible, but the Bible is not
fense of this doctrine. It asserts that the Reforma- subject to the Church. The Church is both the
tion has transferred its authority from a man to a trustee of the Bible a well as the obedient subject of
book. Rome would concur and add that the Re- the Bible.
formation suffered a loss in the exchange. But the
It is an easy matter to ignore what Bible students
only thing verbal inspiration and papal authority
have in common is, in a formal sense only, the con- have taught concerning the Bible. Any one who
denies that God can give us truth must encounter
ception of an objective authority. Even that is not
true, if we accept the teaching of the Reformation such passages as "God said," "It is Written" "He that
spake to me told me," "the Spirit." It is an easy
of the Holy Spirit and the Bible. The Reformers bematter
to relegate them with a gesture to the human
lieved that the papacy is a human institution withform of the Bible, but one feels that in so doing they
out any Biblical sanction. In fact the papacy militates
are denying what the Bible claims for itself.
against the very message of the Bible. His infalTo permit historical criticism to take away the
lible pronouncements with the aid of God are far diffacts
of redemption (which is done the moment we
ferent from the inner working of the Holy Spirit in
speak
of myths), as long as the central message is
the hearts of sinners, wooing them not only to remaintained,
is impossible. It implies that the book
cognize the authority of the Bible, but even to crave
that authority as a gracious gift of God. If the Bible that lies before us must share its authority with God
were only a printed book, it could be a paper pope. and historical critic ism. Besides, if we may so cut the
God has freely chosen to give us the Bible to be the Bible asunder, how do we know whether God is
message which the Holy Spirit vitally applies to the speaking or only man? In fact there is only one auTHE CALVIN FORUM
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thority that remains, and he is his own final judgeman!
The central message is the Christ, we are told.
But this Jesus has set his divine seal on the verbal
inspiration of the Old Testament and has sent forth
the Spirit to make his apostles inspired vehicles of
the New Testament How can we accept the Christ
and not his teachings? We are old-fashioned enough

to believe that Christ considered the inspired Bible
a miracle of God, and to us it belongs in the same
category as the other miracles for our redemption.
Reformed Ecumenicity and the WCC cannot walk
together because they do not agree The unpopularity of verbal inspiration does not discredit its validity and today's silence may be tomorrow's volcanic
eruption.

_A From Our Correspondents
ABOUT HUNGARY

The Calvin Forum
Grand Rapids, Michigan
DEAR DR DE BOER:

Some people find it hard to believe certain transcendental elements of the Christian Religion. We
Magyar Reformed Christians living outside of the
boundaries of Hungary find it hard to believe the
"We never had it so good" theme song of the present
leaders of the Reformed Church in Hungary.
This theme song is being constantly droned into
the ears of our brethren in Hungary. It is being projected into the rest of the world through all the
imaginable means of communication It is the leading motive of all the official transcripts of the
Church to world organizations. The participation of
the Church in the so called "peace movement" is
based upon it.
The sum total of all that is being said in the interest of preserving the peace seems to be this: What
quarrel can you have with the present status of
things? What makes you so distrustful of communism? Look at us who never had it so good. Stop
forging weapons; call back your armies; sit down
and negotiate, and start enjoying our wonderful
peace.
It all sounds fantastic and incredible to us. First
of all, because doctrinally there is nothing whatsoever in Hungarian Reformed Christianity which
could make it more of a fertile ground for communism than there is in any other manifestation of the
Christian Faith. Here and there the leading soloists
seem to be aware of it, because an occasional recourse is taken by them to other than the commonly
known documentary sources of the Maygar Reformed manifestation of the Christian religion. Not
infrequently reference is being made to "new insights" into the "continued revelation" of the Holy
Spirit! It sounds quite sectarian to us, and we have
never abhorred anything more than the giving of
any justifiable cause for the raising of the charge
of sectarianism against us. If the leaders of the revered original Mother Church insist on a theological
sanctification for all their activities and pronounce·
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ments, we shall have no other alternative than to
contradict them, most vigorously, with all the means
at our disposal, and from forum to forum. If things
would appear in the light of a struggle for existence,
we could look upon those leaders with a high degree
of compassion, but to allow them give a false impression, a false interpretation of "the faith of our fath··
ers" is another thing.
This is a vital matter with all Hungarian Reformed
Christians abroad. Ever since we left the soil of Hungary, the source of all our strength, consolation, and
pride was that we have kept the faith of our fathers.
In matters spiritual, theological and liturgical the
Mother Church has always been looked upon as a
source of great, almost decisive, authority. Never
before in our history were we threatened with a
break with her in these respects. Today the threat
is an almost open challenge.
It is felt especially keenly in the circles of the
Free Magyar Reformed Church in America, as this
Church stands on a constitutionally declared identity
of faith with the Reformed Church in Hungary, and
is so known to all students of ecclesiology. Luckily,
we are in the best position to take up the challenge;
and through our interdenominational connections
our voice of protest may travel the farthest.
Our determination to counteract any misrepresentation of Magyar Reformed Christianity springs
not only from an instinct for self-defense, but much
more so from an anxious care for the future of this
type of Christianity on Hungarian soil. We still refuse to accept the supposition that the present order
of things is there to stay for ever and ever in Hungary. The hope for a change is still the mainstay for
millions of Hungarian sou~
What if that change would come in our time? It
cannot be allowed to find Magyar Reformed Christianity branded in the opinion of the public, nay, in
the opinion of the world as inherently more susceptible to the tenets and practices of communism than
any other manifestation of the Christian Religion.
Why? The answer is simple. Although the Hungarian branch of Reformed Christendom is still one
of the most populous branches, yet compared to· the
non-Reformed elements of the nation, it is a minorT1JE CALVIN FORUM
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ity, existing since the days of the counter-reformation in the shadow of a recurringly militant Roman
Catholic majority Some leaders of this majority
could imaginably make social, political and constitutional "hay" of a questionable theological confessional record of the Reformed Church in Hungary
during the reign of communism after the overthrow
of communism. And who could or would stop them
in case of a really bad record! Hardly anyone in the
world. This is our main concern. This is our main
problem. And this we are determined to meet.
It is a hard, but not an impossible task. First, we
may confidently count on the sympathy and co-operation of all Magyar Reformed Christians outside
of Hungary, in addition to the secret prayers of those
in Hungary. Second, we are not without forums to
sound off our defense of true Magyar Reformed
Christianity. Third we have some proofs with which

to prove our everlasting contention that instead of
the alleged "We never had it so good" theme song of
some leaders, Magyar Reformed Christianity is perhaps the hardest hit and most suffering branch of
the Reformed Family. Hungarian Roman Catholicism registered its protest through a now internationally-known leader, Cardinal Mindszenti; Magyar Reformed Christianity is registering its protest through
its masses which-to the constant exasperation of a
few of its ever traveling ever declaiming leaderscannot be delivered as goods to the powers that are.
The faithfulness of these masses must also be made
known to the world. By the Lord's help, this we
propose to do in the near future.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES VINCZE

Perth Amboy, New Jersey

~@===B=o=o=k=R=e=v=i=e=w=s;===~~
CALVINISM IN THE ARENA
Gan-CENTERED LIVING. By the Calvinistic Action Com:mittee, Grand Rapids: Baker Booli House, 1951. 270 pages.

$3.50.

(7'!_ HE recent book, God-Centered Living, is a symposium

l.:J

under the auspices of the Calvinistic Action Committee. It does not pretend to be heavy with scholarship.
"It does not theorize. It is a call to action." (In trod.) As
such a call it should be welcomed not ony by adherents of the
Reformed Faith but also by the increasing number of Christians, especially among the youth, who are uneasy about the
"hands-off" policy of most Fundamentalist thinking with
respect to social questions.
As in all symposia, the contributions are not all of the same
calibre; however, there is much in each article that is of valu•",
and for a symposium covering everything from the inward
condition of the human heart to the problems of inernational
relations there is a remarkable unity of thought. The subject matter is of the utmost relevance. The authors deal
with actual problems that are forcing themselves on our attention. After an introduction by Dr. Clarence Bouma the
book is divided into three sections, dealing respectively with
the role of the church, the problem of education, and the
political and social spheres. There is not one of these areas
that is not the scene of important, even epochrnaking decisions today, not one in which the traditional is not being
shaken and ideas thrown into question. This is a time apropos !
Calvinism should speak, and these writers are convinced that
it has something to say!
In the section concerning the Cavinistic idea of the church
there is an abundance of sound insight and practical wisdom.
Rev. Van Tuinen rightly insists that the church stay within
its sphere of competence when dealing with social problems.
This is a timely warning for the liberal church councils and
also for the orthodox councils, which too often take their cue
from them! He also seeks to distinguish the personal and
the structural in the problems *of society. He claims that perTHE CALVIN FORUM
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sonal conversion alone is not the solution; there must be attention given to Christian prnciples. Fundamentalism places
amost exclusive emphasis on the personal. The reviewer
would suggest that it is not a lack of an idea of righteousness
(p. 34) that makes them do this, but a failure to see, e.g.,
that sin and redemption affect the structure of the self and
also of society. It is seeing this relationship that makes a
Christian psychology, psychiatry, etc., possible. Seeing the
relation of sin and salvation to the structural reveals their
cosmic, and not only personal, significance. On the other
hand, Rev. Van Tuinen says that all social problems have
their source in human guilt (p. 42). A Christian would appear to be committed to this position ultimately; but there
is the question of how remote this relation to personal guilt
is, and whether or not one can be involved in he effects of
sin (sickness, e.g.) without having any personal guilt. Jesus'
answer to the questions concerning the sick would indicate
that the relation between guilt and physical and social ill is
not always immediate. There is a disruption of the structure
of human life. That Rev. Van Tuinen sees this distinction is
shown in that he finds idolatry in much of the very structiwe
of modern life ( p. 44).
In Dr. Zwemer's discussion of Calvinism and missions the
reader should find much of interest. The fact that Calvinist..;
have had a large part in missions should be made known
widely and popularly. Not long ago the reviewer heard the
president of one of the largest faith missions intimate in a
speech that since Indonesia was free from Dutch rule it was
now open to the gospel! According to Zwemer, Calvinism,
which he cleverly calls "vertebrate theology" is mission
minded. It is fine to hear a stirring appeal for missions
from the standpoint of a rock-ribbed theology like the Reformed Faith. Too many mission boards and conferences
are urging young people to go without proper attention to
training.
In the line of evangelization Rev. Van Dyke gives considerable good advice: every believer is a witness ( p. 71) ;
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evangelism must remain at the grass roots level (p. 84) ;
the convert needs someone who will "keep on bringing the
impact of the Word upon his personal and his home life"
(p 79) ; " ... let your man talk, and talk, and talk" (p. 80).
This is good advice! In our rushed age it is difficult for us
to school ourselves to spend time with people. vVe feel we
are wasting time if we have more than the most fleeting contact. Yet the intensive labor of love with an individual
soul is the most rewarding. One of the best techniques is
that of being a good and sil1cerely interested listener. There
are cancers in the human heart; but let the physician find the
cancer before applying the knife!

In the second major section of the book the theme is
Calvinistic action and education on various levels. In the
first chapter Professor J aarsma claims that the elimination
of some objectionable features, the addition of positive
Christian elements such as Bible reading, and even a Christian interpretation of subject matter do not constitute a
Christian school (p. 90). The real Christian school is the
one which brings the student from immaturity to maturity,
in which the self comes into self-conscious control of its
psycho-physiological structure in terms of its nature as spirit
and grows in fellowship with God and Christ (p 92).
There is, therefore, in Dr. Jaarsma's treatment a strong
emphasis on the person of the student and teacher (Cf. pp.
92, 94, 97, 99) and opposition to what he would consider
the intellectualistic enslavement of the person to subject
matter (Cf. p. 93). In this he gives quite a bit of credit to
socialized or "progressive" education, through he disagrees
that education finds its ultimate end in the social (p. 97).
He is here, I believe, on firmer ground than those who attack socialized education indiscriminately, and on much
firmer ground than those who try to promote the
Christian school movement on the basis of an attack on
something incidental to the public school, such as a phase
of progressivism in its educational methods or a lack of
discipline in its classrooms. All one can possibly do in such
a fashion is to show the need of reforming the public school
from within. If one wishes to argue for the necessity of
the Christian school, he must do so on a deeper basis, striking essential questions. This Dr. J aarsma seeks to do. I
wonder, however, whether he does not leave a too positive
impression of socialized education. He does not, for instance, mention the naturalistic philosophy underlying this
method and its idea of self-expression, which is usually, and
I think rightly, the target of attack from the Christian side.
In his discussion of Calvinism and higher education,
though he writes with numerous peculiar stylisms, Professor
J ellema offers one of the most tightly reasoned chapters in
the entire volume, defending a Christian higher education
on the basis of what I believe is an essentially Biblical and
correct philosophy of religion. He claims that Christian
education can not be understood or def ended except with
reference to the civitas dei, the kingdom of God. Christian
education is education in and for the civitas dei, and should
deepen one's idea of the meaning of this kingdom (p. 122).
There is no neutrality; every program of education is the
expression of some religious civiitas and is for citizenship
in that civitas (pp. 112, 122). He attacks the foundations
of modern "neutral" education : the autonomy of morals
( p. 121), the private and individual character of religion
(ibid.) and basically the autonomy of thought itself (Cf. p.
125). Religion, one's idea of God, is constitutfve for morals
(p. 121) and he appears to include personality and freedom
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also, though his statements in this connection do not appear
to me to be very clear (Cf. pp. 120-121). lt is certain,
however, that Dr. J ellema secs an analogical relation between Goel and the whole of man's life; one's idea of God is
constitutive or determinative for the entire civitas of which
he is a member. This is a view which sees that the religious
is of the warp and woof of the self and is an ineradicable
function of human ife. It opposes a philosophy of religion
which thinks of religion as something, perhaps a set of values
called religious or an attitude toward such values, which
the individual initiates or accepts by an act of will, a view
which unfortunately appears to be held by Edward Carnell.
(A Philosoph31 of the Christian Religion, preface).
The next two articles are less theoretical, but not the less
important for that. Dr. Kruithof tackles the difficult subject, "Calvinism and the Appreciation of Art." Hidden here
are such knotty problems as the relation of art to worship,
the relation of aesthetic form to the work of the Holy Spirit
(We often hear, "Don't be flowery; just let the Holy Spirit
speak through you!"), the standard for j uclging what is
good music, the question of realism in literature. Dr.
Kruithof opposes the "bare pew" type of thinking; he
wishes to have beauty in hymns and in church buildings
(p. 138). He is also for realism in literature and against
pretty, moralistic stories that have no contact with life
(p. 139). I agree, providing that by realism is meant a real
portrayal of the real, which involves a Christian interpretation of it. I believe that actual realism is not really clan-·
gerous. vVhat is really dangerous is to glorify in some way
the motions of sin without showing their inevitable issue.
But this is not realism at all ! The good Christian author
will not tack sermons on to sentimental stories, but he will
get his point across by portraying his characters deeply to
show the real effects of sin, real conflicts within the believer, and typical situations in life which illustrate truths
of the Christian religion. Such writing will demand deep
knowledge not only of the Christian faith but also of the
structure of human experience.
Dr. Leonard Greenway offers us a view of recreation as
a natural urge and as an integral part of the Christian life
(pp. 143f). He also emphasizes that in every aspect of his
life, also in his amusements, the Christian should do all to the
glory of Goel. The author commendably seeks throughout
to emphasize the positive (Cf. p. 151). Without wishing
to minimize the good insights of his chapter I must confess,
however, that some of Dr. Greenway's remarks leave me
dissatisfied. The point at issue is that concerning adiaphora
and the relation of law and one's conscience before Goel. I
think that Dr. Greenway does not make a clear enough
distinction between specific legal commands and the general
religious command that we do all to the glory of God. This
leads him, I believe, to some confusion. He says there are
really no adiaphora, because nothing is indifferent to Goel.
It is true that there is no neutrality of faith or conscience
before God; in every situation, place, and action one is
either glorifying or not glorifying God. But Dr. Greenway
goes farther than this. He says the only reason we think
there are adiaphora is through ignorance, and sinful ignorance at that. If we were led fully by God's Spirit, he
claims, we would have a specific sanction or law for every
judgment, every decision, every activity (Cf. pp. 146-147).
I believe that Dr. Greenway tends here to legalize the conscience before God. The reverse side of this is his tendency
to think of conscience in terms of license (p. 147). I beTHE CALVIN FORUM
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